Adult assembly required
Small parts may present choking hazard prior to assembly.
Enclosed please find simple step-by-step instructions to help you quickly assemble your products. Before you begin we recommend that you following the steps below:
1. Please read the instructions thoroughly.
2. Identify all parts and hardware.
3. You will need the following tools:
   Philips head screw drive
   Flat head screw drive
   Hammer
   DO NOT use power drills or drivers
To protect your parts during assembly please place them on a soft surface.
To clean surface use only water on a damp cloth. DO NOT use window cleaners or cleaning abrasives as it will scratch the surface and could damage the protective coating.
WARNING!

- Failure to follow these warnings and the assembly instructions could result in serious injury or death.
- Read all instructions before assembling crib. Keep instructions for future use.
- Any mattress used in this crib must be at least 35 inches by 17-1/2 inches with a thickness not exceeding 2 inches.
- Check this product for damaged hardware, loose joints, missing parts or sharp edges before and after assembly. A frequent check should be made during use. Do not use crib if any parts are missing, damaged or broken. Contact Dream On Me Inc. 1532 S Washington Ave Piscataway NJ 08854 for replacement parts and instructional literature if needed. Do not substitute parts.
- To reduce the risk of SIDS, pediatricians recommend healthy infants be placed on their backs to sleep, otherwise advised by your physician.
- Strings can cause strangulation! Do not place items with a string around a child's neck, such as hood strings or pacifier cords. Do not suspend strings over a crib or attach a string to toys.
- To help prevent strangulation, tighten all fasteners. A child can trap parts of the body or clothing on loose fasteners.
- Do not place crib near windows where cords from blinds or drapery may strangle a child.
- When child is able to pull to a standing position, set mattress to the lowest position and remove bumper pads, large toys and other objects that could serve as steps for climbing out.
- When child is able to climb out or reach the height of 35 in. (90cm), the crib shall no longer be used.
- Do not use a water mattress with this crib.
- Infants can suffocate on soft bedding, never add a pillow or comforter. Never place additional padding under an infant.
- Never use plastic shipping bags or other plastic film as mattress covers because they can cause suffocation.
- Infants can suffocate in gaps between crib sides and a mattress that is too small.
- Replace teething rail if damaged, cracked or loose.
- If refinishing, use a non-toxic finish specified for children's products.
- Follow warnings on all products in a crib. See head panel and mattress support for warnings and instructions.

Made in China
PARTS LIST

A: Base supporter (2PCS)
B: Wood pin 1 (1PC)
C: Wood pin 2 (2PCS)
D: Wood pin 3 (1PC)
E: Middle bar (1PC)
F: Side bar (2PCS)
G: Right Headboard (1PC)
STEP 1
Connect the base supporter (A) and the wood pins (C) and (D) by inserting the bearings (a) using the allen key (q) and wrench(r). The same way to assemble another piece of the base support with the wood pin(B) and (C).
STEP 2
Connect the middle bar (E), side bars (F) by inserting the allen head bolts (b), barrel nuts (d), and wood dowels (c) with the allen key (p).

STEP 3
Connect middle bar (E) and side bars (F) to the wood pin (B) and (C) by using the allen head bolts (b), barrel nuts (d), and wood dowels (c).
Step 4

Connect the headboard (G) to the wood pins (C) and (D) with the bearings (a) by using allen key (q) and the wrench(r).

Step 5

Release the Swing lock (f), and insert (f) through the holes on the headboard (H), and tighten the bolt.

Connect the headboard (H) to the wood pins (C) and (B) with the bearings (a) by using the allen key(q) and wrench(r).
Step 6
Connect the side rail (l) to the headboard (G) and (H) with the allen head bolts(e) by using the allen key (p).

Step 7
Connect the side rail (l) to the headboard (G) and (H) with the allen head bolts(e) by using the allen key (p).
Step 8

1. Insert the four casters (j & i) with screw (g) and nuts (h) as shown, and tighten the bolts.

2. Assembled the cradle base supporters (J) to the mattress support (K).

3. Assembled the mattress support (K) to the assembled parts of STEP 7 by using screw (n). Tighten all by Phillips-head screwdriver.

Step 9

Put the mattress (L) on the mattress support.